World Association of Zoos and Aquariums (WAZA)
UNITED FOR CONSERVATION
June 1, 2006

Dear Colleagues,
It has been brought to my attention that the inhumane practice of collecting dolphins through drive
fisheries operations is continuing. As you know the WAZA Council and membership passed a
resolution at our annual general meeting in Taipei in 2004 condemning the capture of dolphins through
“drive fisheries.” While the vast majority of its members are not involved, it would appear that at least
several members of the JAZA have conducted “drives” and/or accepted dolphins captured by drive
operations, specifically through the Teiji Dolphin Drive, which the Japanese government currently
regulates.
I would remind all our colleagues to review the WAZA Code of Ethics & Animal Welfare. Our Code is
quite clear in requiring members of WAZA to ensure that all of the animals in their care are treated with
the utmost care and that their welfare should be paramount at all times. In addition to the animals in our
care, our Code of Practice also addresses acquisition of animals for our institutions and specifically
condemns cruel and nonselective methods of taking animals from the wild.
I will be writing to the Japanese Government directly to express WAZA’s condemnation of this
inhumane practice and urging them to immediately terminate the dolphin drives. I shall, of course, also
be writing to our colleagues at the Japanese Association of Zoos & Aquariums to enlist their support in
ending the Teiji Dolphin Drive and any other such activities of this nature. I shall remind them that, as
members of WAZA, it is in direct violation of the Code of Ethics and Animal Welfare, that they have
signed, to accept dolphins collected by a drive fishery operation or to be in any way connected with
dolphin drive activities.
Sincerely,

Karen Sausman, President
World Association of Zoos & Aquariums
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